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1100
A SUB-COMPACT THAT IS WELL ABOVE ITS CLASS.
 Stating at $12,949 



 
eMax
Your go-to toolbox
 Stating at $13,481 





	Compact
	 
2100
Smart & tough, your all-in-one powerhouse
 Stating at $18,149 



 
Max
With the Max series, there are no compromises
 Stating at $19,920 





	Compact Utility
	 
1600
Smart & tough, your all-in-one powerhouse
 Stating at $20,965 



 
2600
Taking comfort and performance to the next level
 Stating at $28,275 



 
4500
Exceptional performance. Great value
 Stating at $26,147 



 
5100
As versatile as it gets
 Stating at $29,897 





	Utility
	 
6000
Powerful performance and comfort
 Stating at $39,916 
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  Choose your dealer


 	  All Products 
	 Sub Compact
	 Compact
	 Compact Utility
	 Utility

 

1100
A SUB-COMPACT THAT IS WELL ABOVE ITS CLASS.
 Tractors Starting at$12,949
 



 

eMax
Your go-to toolbox
 Tractors Starting at$13,481
 





1100
Meet the future in sub-compacts … the Mahindra 1100 series. They are the toughest, friendliest, and smartest tractors in the world. We challenge all weekend warriors to test their mettle. Novices will smile at an intuitive and informative cockpit. Phone app lovers will be pumped by its intelligent OJA software. Discover why the Mahindra 1100 Series offers the best value for those with 10 acres or less.
 Tractors Starting at$12,949
	Horsepower	20.1 - 25.3 HP
	Loader Lift Capacity	793 lbs
	Transmission	HST


  Offers
 Explore 1100



 



eMax
Where big performance meets compact convenience. Impressive lift capacity tackles tough jobs, while the versatile implement range fits any need —perfect for homeowners and professionals alike.
 Tractors Starting at$13,481
	Horsepower	19.4 - 24 HP
	Loader Lift Capacity	617 - 900 lbs
	Transmission	HST


  Offers
 Explore eMax



 






 

2100
Smart & tough, your all-in-one powerhouse
 Tractors Starting at$18,149
 



 

Max
With the Max series, there are no compromises
 Tractors Starting at$19,920
 





2100
Effortlessly handle tasks on any terrain. Engineered for versatility and top performance in a compact design. Achieve ultimate control with the myOJA app for year-round excellence.
 Tractors Starting at$18,149
	Horsepower	22.9 - 25.3
	Loader Lift Capacity	1474 lbs
	Transmission	HST - 3 Range


  Offers
 Explore 2100



 



Max
These compact tractors offer versatility by combining the maneuverability and agility of a smaller tractor with the durability and lift capacity of a larger tractor. Work in tight areas other compact tractors can't while possessing plenty of power for tough tasks.
 Tractors Starting at$19,920
	Horsepower	25.9 HP
	Loader Lift Capacity	1402 lbs
	Transmission	Shuttle & HST


  Offers
 Explore Max



 






 

1600
Smart & tough, your all-in-one powerhouse
 Tractors Starting at$20,965
 



 

2600
Taking comfort and performance to the next level
 Tractors Starting at$28,275
 



 

4500
Exceptional performance. Great value
 Tractors Starting at$26,147
 



 

5100
As versatile as it gets
 Tractors Starting at$29,897
 





1600
Compact design, powerful lift capacity, and deluxe features. Redefining efficiency with a small footprint for your ultimate comfort.
 Tractors Starting at$20,965
	Horsepower	25.9 - 38.7 HP
	Loader Lift Capacity	1560 - 1650 lbs
	Transmission	Shuttle & HST


  Offers
 Explore 1600



 



2600
Combining exceptional user-friendliness with robust power, these tractors effortlessly handle general farming and landscaping tasks. Get the best of both worlds- Quality and essentials, plus comfort features designed to simplify your workday.
 Tractors Starting at$28,275
	Horsepower	37.4 - 70 HP
	Loader Lift Capacity	1634 - 3122 lbs
	Transmission	Shuttle, PST & HST


  Offers
 Explore 2600



 



4500
Efficient, no-nonsense workhorse with a robust 4WD powertrain, ready for any task. Budget-friendly and easily customized with high-quality implements and attachments.
 Tractors Starting at$26,147
	Horsepower	41-48 HP
	Loader Lift Capacity	 2866 lbs
	Transmission	Gear


  Offers
 Explore 4500



 



5100
Tough-as-nails, these robust tractors provide professional-grade strength. Customizable for diverse tasks, ideal for agriculture, maintenance, and industrial or construction sites, ensuring versatile performance.
 Tractors Starting at$29,897
	Horsepower	 45 - 55 HP
	Loader Lift Capacity	3100 lbs
	Transmission	Synchro Shuttle


  Offers
 Explore 5100



 






 

6000
Powerful performance and comfort
 Tractors Starting at$39,916
 





6000
Engineered for top-tier performance and operator comfort, these tractors have the power you need to make light work of the heaviest jobs.
 Tractors Starting at$39,916
	Horsepower	62 - 71 HP
	Loader Lift Capacity	3550 lbs
	Transmission	Power Shuttle


  Offers
 Explore 6000



 











Mahindra Rodeo Team




ROXOR HD Green Limited Edition
Available in both all-weather cab and open configurations, the limited-edition green models feature the same rugged and dependable 55 HP turbo-diesel engine with a ¾ ton payload rating that are in a class by themselves.

 Explore Series





Win in red, on and off the track
Mahindra is proud to partner with Tony Stewart, Chase Briscoe and the Stewart Haas #14 Ford Mustang for another exciting season of racing.





Offers

 
0% for 84 months
on select models

Click to learn more about our Tough to Beat Deals
   View Offers 


 
0% for 36 months
or rebates up to
$3,000 on select models

Save on a side-by-side like no other
   View Offers 



EXPLORE OUR PRODUCTS
View our line of tractors, implements and attachments, and ROXORs.




 
 TRACTORS 
 

 
 IMPLEMENTS AND ATTACHMENTS 
 

 
 ROXOR 
 



 

Mahindra Advantage
30 Years in North America
Our tough, dependable and value-packed tractors and ROXORS have been sold and serviced throughout North America for 30 Years!




 01Heavy-Duty Frame
Mahindra tractors are built with a heavy-duty frame for more durability – even in the toughest conditions. Their cast-iron chassis adds more built-in weight giving you more traction, safety and stability while using your tractor.


 02No DPF
Mahindra’s mCRD Engine eliminates the need for Diesel Particulate Filters (DPF) and never requires high temperature burnoffs.


 03Power Train Warranty
Enjoy Peace of Mind with up to a 7-year/3000 hour no-deductible powertrain warranty.



 View all


Highlights


 
The NEW Mahindra Compacts powered by OJA
A new advanced line of Mahindra tractors highlighted by its power and ease of use
    Learn More 

 
Win in Red on and off the track
Mahindra is proud to partner with Tony Stewart, Chase Briscoe and the Stewart Haas #14 Ford Mustang for another exciting season of racing.
    Learn More 

 
ROXOR HD
Now available in green for a limited time
    Learn More 
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